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A new calculus for functions of noncommuting operators is developed, based on the notion of mapping of
functions of operators onto c-number functions. The class of linear mappings, each member of which js
characterized by an entire analytic function of two complex„'variables, is studied in detail. {losed-form
solutions for such mappings and for the inverse mappings are obtained and various properties of these
mappings are studied. It is shown that the most commonly occurring rules of association between operators
and c-numbers (the Weyl, the normal, the antinormal, the standard, and the antistsndard rules) belong to
this class and are, in fact, the simplest ones in a clearly dered sense. It is shown further that the problem
of expressing an operator in an ordered form according to some prescribed rule is equivalent to an appro-
priate mapping of the operator on a c-number space. The theory provides a systematic technique for the
solution of numerous quantum-mechanical problems that were treated in the past by ad hoc methods, and
it furnishes a new approach to many others. This is illustrated by a number of examples relating tp map-
pings and ordering of operators.
I. INTRODUCTION
'N recent years increasing use has been made of
generalized phase-space techniques in the treatment
of various quantum-mechanical problems. Similar
techniques have previously been used chieQy in quan-
tum statistical mechanics. ' They have their origin in a
well-known paper by Wigner, ' dealing with quantum
corrections to thermodynamics. Wigner associated
with the state of a quantum-mechanical system a
certain c-number function —now generally known as the
Wigner distribution function —and he showed that by
means of it quantum-mechanical expectation values
can be expressed in the same mathematical form as the
averages of classical statistical mechanics. Wigner also
pointed out that his distribution function is not the
only one that makes this possible. Later Groenewold'
and Moyal4 developed Wigner's technique further. It
became apparent from their work that the association
of the Wigner distribution function with the state
function of the system involves implicitly a certain
rule of correspondence between functions of non-
commuting operators and c-number functions in-
*Research supported jointly by the U. S. Army Research
OfBce (Durham) and by the U. S. Air Force OKce of Scientiic
Research. A preliminary account of some of the results contained
in this paper was presented at the Washington meeting of the
American Physical Society in April, 1968 (Bull. Am. Phys. Soc.
13, 684 (1968)g and was summarized in G. S. Agarwal and E.
Wolf, Phys Lett.ers 26A, 485 (1968), and in E. Wolf and G. S.
Agarwal, I'olarisation, Matiere et Rayonnement (Societe Frangaise
de Physique Presses, Universitaires de France, Paris, 1969),p. 541.
' See, e.g., (a) R. Kubo, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 19, 2127 (1964);
(b) R. Kubo, in Lectures in Theoretical Physics, 1965, edited by
W. E. Brittin (University of Colorado Press, Boulder, Colo. ,
1966},Vol. VIII A, p. 239; (c) K. Imre, E. Ozizmir, M. Rosen-
baum, and P. F. Zweifel, J. Math. Phys. 8, 1097 (1967); (d)
H. Mori, I. Oppenheim, and J. Ross, in Studiesin Statisticat
M'echanics, edited by J. de Boer and G. E. Uhlenbeck (North-
Holland, Amsterdam, 1962), Vol. I, p. 217.
2 E. Wigner, Phys. Rev. 40, 749 (1932).
' H. J. Groenewold, Physica 12, 405 (1946).
' J. E Moyal, Proc. .Cambridge Phil. Soc. 45, 99 (1949).
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vestigated earlier by Weyl' in his group-theoretical
studies on the correspondence between classical and
quantum mechanics. Weyl's correspondence is inti-
mately related to a certain rule of orderieg of functions
of noncommuting operators (the so-called Weyl sym-
metrization rule —see Appendix A and Ref. 6).
Since these early investigations, other rules of as-
sociations between operators and c-numbers have been
studied' ' and some of them formed the basis for in-
troducing other distribution functions, by means of
which the solution to quantum-mechanical problems
could be expressed in a quasiclassical form. During the
course of the last few years such methods have become
of central importance in quantum optics, especially in
studies of coherence properties of light" " in the
theory of the laser, " " and in investigations of non
linear processes such as parametric oscillation. " One
of the main underlying reasons why these methods have
proved so useful arises from the fact that the quantities
of interest are often the expectation values of various
operators arranged in some particular ordered form. For
' H. Weyl, (i) Z. Physik 46, 1 (1927); (ii) The Theory of Groups
and Quantum Jttfechanics (Dover, New York, 1931),p. 274.
The symmetrization rule and some properties of the Wigner
distribution function have been discussed by E. C. G. Sudarshan,
in Lectures in Theoretica/ I'hysics (Benjamin, New York, 1961),
Vol. II, p. 143; see also T. F. Jordan and E. C. G. Sudarshan,
Rev. Mod. Phys. 33, 515 (1961).
' J. R. Shewell, Am. J. Phys. 2/, 16 (1959); this paper also
contains references to many earlier publications in this 6eld.
1
s C. L. Mehta, J. Math. Phys. 5, 677 (1964).[ ' L. Cohen, J. Math. Phys. 'T, 781 (1966}.
'e E. C. G. Sudarshan, (a) Phys. Rev. Letters 10, 277 (1963);(b) in I'roceedings of the Symposium on Opticatt %users (%iley,
New York, 1963), p. 45.
"R.J. Glauber, Phys. Rev. 131, 2766 (1963).
& L. Mandel and E. Wolf, Rev. Mod. Phys. 37, 231 (1965).&M. Lax and W. H. Louisell, IREE J. Quant. Electron.QE-3, 47 (1967), and references therein.
'4 H. Haken, H. Risken, and W. Weidlich, Z. Physik 205, 355(1967), and references therein.
"M. Lax and H. Yuen, Phys. Rev. 172, 362 (1968).
~6 R. Graham, Z. Physik 210, 319 (1968).
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example, in the study of the statistical properties of
light by means of photoelectric correlation and coin-
cidence experiments, the outcome of the experiments is
most naturally expressed in terms of the normally
ordered products of the photon annihilation and crea-
tion operators. """Another example is light scatter-
ing from Quctuations in liquids and gases. In this case
the results of observation are expressed in terms of
time-ordered expressions that involve the Quctuating
density of the particles in the medium. '
In spite of the considerable use of the phase-space
techniques in several areas of quantum physics, most of
the theoretical results have up to now been derived by
various ad hoc methods" (see, for example, Refs.
21—26). fn the present series of papers we develop a
general phase-space calculus from which most of the
earlier results and many new ones may be derived in a
systematic manner. First we show, in Sec. II, that the
problem of expressing a function G(o,at) of two non-
commuting operators that obey the commutation rela-
tion La,at) =1 in some ordered form is equivalent to the
problem of mapping it onto a, c-number function F(s,s*),
where s is a complex variable and s* is its complex
conjugate. The class of linear analytic rnappings is
then defined, and it is shown that this class includes all
the mappings that are required for ordering G(a, dt)
according to the usual ordering rules, such as the Weyl,
the normal, the antinormal, the standard, and the
antistandard rules. With each mapping we associate a
mapping operator Q and its inverse 0, such that
Q{F(s,s*)}=G(a,at), (1.1)
e(G(a, at) ) =F(s,s*) . (1.2)
In Sec. III we present closed-form solutions for such
mappings and illustrate the results by considering in
detail the mappings that involve the normal, the
antinormal, and the Weyl rules of associations. In
particular it is found that for the antinormal rule of
association the mapping J'"(s,s*) +~ G(a,at) leads at
once to the Sudarshan-Glauber diagonal coherent-state
representation" "of the operator G. This result throws
' R. J. Glauber, Phys. Rev. 130, 2529 (1,963); see also Ref. 12
18 P. I.. Kelley and W. H. Kleiner, Phys. Rev, 136, A316 (1964).
' L. Van Hove, Phys. Rev. 95, 249 (1954).
'0 Since the present investigation was carried out, two papers
have been published by K. E. Cahill and R. J. Glauber /Phys.
Rev. 1'7'7, 1857 (1969);17'7, 1882 (1969));these present a system-
atic treatment of ordering of operators and phase-space repre-
sentations for a certain class of ordering rules. This class cor-
responds to the special choice O(a, n*. ) =exptuo. * of our filter
function, dered by Eq. (3.12).
"W. H. Loujsell, RaCiation and Noise in Quantum Electronics
(McGraw Hill, New York, 1964), Chap. III.
22 R. M. Wilcox, J. Math. Phys. 8, 962 (1967).
"C. L. Metha, J. Phys. A 1, 385 (1968).
24 R. .J. Glauber, in Quantum OPtics and Electronic's, edited by
C. deWitt, A. Blanden, and C. Cohen-Tannoudji (gordon and
Breach, New York, 1965), p. 65.
"C.L. Mehta and E. C. G. Sudarshan, Phy; Rev. . 138, B274
(1965).
"Y. Kano, (a) J. Phys. Soc. Japan 19, 1555 (1964); (b) J.
Math. Phys. 6, 1913 (1965).
some new light on the true significance of the weighting
function that appears in their representation.
Closed-form solutions for the mappings (1.1) and
(1.2) are expressed as transforms involving certain new
operators that we call the mapping delta operators.
They are basic for the present theory. The properties of
these operators are studied in Sec. IV. In Sec. V rela-
tions connecting the c-number functions F(s,s*),
derived from one and same operator G(i,aP) by different
mappings, are established. In Sec. VI our main results
are illustrated by examples, relating both to mapping
and ordering. In Sec. VII the main theorems are ex-
pressed in a form appropriate to the mapping of func-
tions of the canonical operators j, p (Lj,pj=ik) rather
than a and a~.
For the sake of simplicity we consider in this paper
systems with one degree of freedom only; generaliza-
tions to systems with a finite or denumerably infinite
number of degrees of freedom are straightforward and
will be briefly discussed in the second paper of this
series. Our analysis may be also readily extended to
problems that involve the mapping of functions of
operators b and bt, which obey the commutation rela-
tion t b,bt)=c, where c is any real constant. Thus a
system of pseudo-oscillators (corresponding to the
choice c= —1) may also be treated by the present
techniques. '~ Moreover, this technique may&also be
applied to problems that involve the spin angular mo-
mentum, if use is made of Schwinger's coupled boson
representation. " '0
In Paper II of this investigation, "we define a wide
class of generalized phase-space distribution functions
of a quantum-mechanical system in terms of the func-
tions obtained by mappings of the density operator onto
a c-number space (the phase space) and we derive the
phase-space form of the basic equations of quantum
dynamics and quantum statistics. In Paper III our
phase-space calculus is applied to various time-ordering
problems. " In particular we show that it provides a
new derivation and a deeper understanding of Wick's
theorem and that it leads to some new generalizations
of it. A connection with some recent work of Laxs 34 on
multitime correspondence between quantum and sto-
chastic systems is also established in that paper.
It will become apparent that in view of the very wide
scope of this theory, a rigorous formulation of it can
"G. S. Agarwal, Nuovo Cimento 6SB, 266 (1970).
&8 J. Schwinger, in Quantum Theory of Angular Momentum,
edited by J. Schwinger, L. C. Biedenharn, and H. VanDam
(Academic, New York, 1965), p. 229.
29 See, e.g., T. L. Wang and H. B. Callen, Phys. Rev. 148, 433(1966).
halo This technique has already been applied by one of the authors
I G. S. Agarwal, Phys. Rev. 1'78, 2025 (1969)g in the treatment
of a two-level system interacting with a reservoir.
O' G. S. Agarwal and E. Wolf, erst following paper, Phys. Rev.
D 2, 2187 (1970).
"G. S.Agarwal and E.Wolf, second following paper, Phys. Rev.
D 2, 2206 (1970).
» M. Lax, Phys. Rev. 15'7, 213 (1967).
"M. Lax, Phys. Rev. 1'72, 350 (1968).
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only be carried out within the framework of the theory
of generalized functions. We do not attempt to provide
a mathematically rigorous basis for our theory; rather
we show how a great wealth of old and new results on
ordering of operators and on phase-space descriptions
of quantum-mechanical systems may be derived in a
systematic manner from a few new principles. These
principles are brought out by the concept of a linear
analytic mapping of functions of noncommuting opera-
tors on c-number functions.
II. MAPPING OPERATORS AND ORDERING OF
FUNCTIONS OF NONCOMMUTING
OPERATORS
In the 6rst part of this investigation we will be con-
cerned with mapping of functions of c-numbers onto
functions of noncommuting operators and with the
inverse mapping. It will be helpful to begin by sum-
marizing 6rst some of the better known rules of as-
sociation" ~ between elementary c-number functions of
two real variables p, g, and functions of two Hermitian
operators" p and j, satisfying the commutation relation
(see Table I)
Ly,pj=iv. (2.1)
(P'~) ~= s(P'i+PiP+0P') . (2 2)
We may also consider rules of association between
functions of complex c-numbers s and s* (where s*
denotes the complex conjugate of s) and functions of
the boson annihilation and creation operators 8 and a~,
obeying the commutation relation
In Table I m and e are non-negative integers. The
symbol (p j"))r denotes the Weyl-symmetrized form of
the product p q", i.e., the linear combination of all pos-
sible products, involving nz p's and n j's, divided by the
total number of such products. For example,
TABLE I. Some of the commonly employed rules of association
between functions of the two real c-number variables p and g
and functions of two canonical operators p and g.
Rule of association
Standard
Antistandard
Weyl
pmgn ~ gnpm
pmgn ~ pm@
pmqn ~ (pmgn)~
denote by G „&o)(a,at) the function onto which the
monomial s™z"is mapped, the operator 0 is defined by
the equation
(N)
{samson)
~~tm~~m
Q(A){satusa) &n+tm
Q(lr) {szcmsn) (+tm+n)
(2.4a)
(2.4b)
(2.4c)
From the definition of the operator 0, it is evident
that Q will map a c-number function F(s,s*), which has
the power-series expansion
(i) Q{s* s") =( &")(a a")
and by the linearity conditions
(ii) Q{ciFi(s,s*)+czFz(s,s*)) =ciQ{Fi(s,s*))
+czQ{Fz(s,s*)),
(iii) Q{c)=c1.
Here Ii, Fj, and Ii2 are arbitrary functions, c is a
c-number, and 1 is the identity operator.
When we wish to stress that a mapping is associated
with a particular rule, we will attach an appropriate
superscript to Q. Thus for normal, " antinormal, and
Weyl rules of association (which we denote by suffices
X, A, and W, respectively), condition (i) becomes
La,at) = 1 . (2.3) F(s s+) —Q P c semsn
m=o n=o
(2.5)
The better-known rules of association in this ca,se are
listed in Table II.
In Table II the symbol (a~™a"))r is defined in a similar
way as (p j"))r, i.e., it represents the sum of all possible
products involving m creation operators a~ and m anni-
hilation operators a, divided by the total number of such
products.
With each rule of association indicated in Table II,
and, more generally, with each rule of a wider class to be
delned in Sec. III, we associate a linear nzapping
operator Q, which transforms an arbitrary function of
the c-numbers s, s* onto a function of the operators c,
at that obey the commutation relation (2.3)." If we
"Throughout this paper the caret denotes an. operator. Func-
tions of operators, e.g. , G(j,p), will sometimes be denoted by G.
3 Results relating to mapping from the c-number space (p, q)
onto g-number space (p,q) are strictly similar and may be formally
TABLE II. Some of the commonly employed rules of association
between functions of c-number variables s and s* and functions
of the annihilation and creation operators 8 and 4t.
Rule of association
Normal
Antinormal
Weyl
mZn
g+mgn ~ gn~~fm
2,+mgn ~ (gtmgn)~
obtained via the following transformations:
~= (2&) '"(4+iP), d'= (2&) "(i ip), —
z=(211) ' (g+ip), z*=(2h) '"(g—ip).
We will briefly discuss mapping from the (p,q) space onto the
space (p,g) in Sec. VII.
»The operator Q(~& is essentially the same as the normal-
ordering operator discussed bv .I.ouisell in Ref. 21, Sec. 3.3.
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onto the operator function
G(")((t,at) =Q(F(s,s*)}
= Q Q c „Q(s*"s"}
m=o n=o
equivalent
P((&)(s s+) —0~(G(a at)}
Q~(G (&)((1, at) }
m=o n=o
= P P c„„G„„(a)(d,dt). (2.6)
m=o n=o
m=o n=o
semen (2.12)
P(D)(s s+) —Q~{G(a at)} (2.7)
We assume that the inverse exists and is unique. Since
the 0 mapping is inverse to the Q mapping, we have, of
course,
(2.8)Q(P(")(s,s*)}=G(a,at) .
By using the commutation relation (2.3), G(")(a,at)
may, of course, be expressed in many diferent functional
forms, but all the different functional forms represent
one and the same operator G(")((f,,at).
The 0 operator expresses formally the mapping of a
c-number function F(z,s*) onto a g-number function
G(a,a ), according to a particular rule of association.
We will now introduce for each rule of association an
in()erse operator 0, which maps a g-number function"
G(4,8t) onto a c-number function F(")(s,s*):
We see, on comparing Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12), that if
G(a,at) is expressed as a series in the G „("&'s, the Q
equivalent of G(a,at) is obtained at once by simply
replacing each G „("&(a,at) by s* z". This immediately
raises the question of how to determine the coefficients
in the expansion (2.11). We will now show that this
problem is intimately related to one that frequently
arises in the solution of various quantum-mechanical
problems, namely, how to express a given operator in an
ordered form, associated with a prescribed rule of
ordering.
To answer this question, we introduce for each rule of
association the set of ordered forms of the G „(")(a,at)
which we denote by (& „(")(a,at). For each pair of non-
negative integers m and n, (& „'"&is equal to G„„("&,but
has a particular functional form. Thus, for example, for
the three rules of association listed in Table II, we
would naturally choose
We will refer to the c-number function F("&(s,s*) as the
Q eqlit&atent of G(a,at) or the phase space represe-ntation
of G for Q mapping
From (2.7) and (2.8) we have the symbolic relations
8 (N)(a at) =atman
g (g)(A At) d~ At(~
g (&r)(a" a~t) —(gtmgn)
(2.13a)
(2.13b)
(2.13c)
(2.9)
(2.10)
The 0 operator is obviously also linear, having the
following properties:
Q~(G ((&) (a a"t) } s@msa
O~(c1G1(a)at)+c2G2(a, at)}=c10~(G1(a,at)}
+c20~{G2(a,,at) },
(111) 0" {c}=c )
for arbitrary q-number functions G, G&, and G&. The
operator function G „(")((f,at) in (i) is, of course, the
operator function onto which s™sis mapped by Q.
From the definition of 0 it is obvious that an
arbitrary operator function G(a, ,at) which is of the form
(i) g(")(a,at) =G(d, at), (2.14)
(ii) (&(")(a,at) is identically equal to a linear com-
bination of the (s „'"&'s, i.e.,
where the identity sign indicates that the particular
forms displayed on the right-hand sides are implied.
More generally, the identity sign between any two ex-
pressions involving operators is to be understood to
mean that the two expressions may be shown to be
equal to each other without the use of the commutation
relation (Z.3). The following simple example illustrates
these definitions: If we take m=m=1 and consider the
normal rule of association, then g»(~)(a, at)= attt O—n.
the other hand, G11(~)(a,at) is the same operator as
g»(~)(a,at) expressed in any form, e.g. , as aat —1.
We now define the Q ordered form (&-(")(d,at) of an
arbitrary operator G(d, at) by the following two properties:
G(a, (ft) = P P d„„G„„(a)(a,at),
m=o n=o
(2.11) (2.15)
The identity sign rather than the equality sign is
essential in 2.15 .
Finally we introduce, for each mapping Q, an operator
~8 (' need not be an explicit function of 4 and 4~. &(") which we will call the substitution operator for Q
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mapping. It is defined by the property
S"'{2 2 -™"}—= Z r, -8-'"'(&1,') (216)
m on 0 m=o n=o
Thus S&"& operating on a power series in s and s* turns
it into an 0-ordered form, the form being obtained by
replacing each s* z" by && „&»(a,at). If we set
where
p&s, s") ff=&ct") e,xp& s"—"s)d', (3 1)
III. CLOSED-FORM SOLUTIONS FOR
LINEAR ANALYTIC MAPPINGS
Let F(s,s*) be an arbitrary c-number function. We
assume that F(s,s*) may be represented as a Fourier
integral,
g P c„„s*z"=F(s,z*),
m 0 e~o
(2.17)
1
f(n,n*) = — F(z,s*) exp/ —(nP —n*z) jdnz.
X2
(3.2)
then (2.16) implies that
S&»{F(s,z*)}—=g&»(d, at) .
It is also obvious fron1 the fact that F(z,s*)=0'{G(a,at) }. (3.4)
Suppose now that the operator Q will map the
(2 18) c-number function F(z,z~) onto a q-number function
G(d, ttt),
G(a,at) =Q{F(s,s*)}, (3.3)
(2.19) and let 0" again denote the operator for the inverse
111applng l.e.
S&"&{z™z"}—=g „&"&(a,at)
and from the linearity of the substitution operator
S&"& that g&»(a,at) is the operator G(a,at), expressed
in the particular functional form, onto which F(s,z*)
is mapped by the mapping operator 0:
Now under fairly general conditions an arbitrary
q-number function may be expressed in the form of an
"operator Fourier theorem, " discussed in Appendix C.
Let us represent G(a,dt) in this way PEqs. (C1) and
(C2)3:
(2.20) G(l,dt) = g(n, n~) exp(no)t —n*&1)d'n (3.5)
or, taking the inverse of (2.20),
0{8&"&(d,at) }=0 {G(a,at) }=F(z,s*) . (2.21)
Hence from (2.19) and (2.21) we obtain the following
theorem.
Theorerl I. The Q ordered f-orm 8&»(d,at) of un
arbitrary flnction G(&f,at) of the boson operators a und
a~ is given by
(2.22)
where
F(z,s*)=0~{G(aat) }. (2.23)
The theorem that we have just established reduces
the problem of determining the 0-ordered form of a
given operator function to the problem of mapping
the operator function onto a c-number function via the
appropriate mapping. The theorem in1plies that to And
the Q-ordered forms~ of G(a,at) we only need to find its
Q equivalent F(s,s*), expand F(z,s*) into a power series
in s and s*, and then make the trivial substitutions in-
dicated by Eq. (2.16). In Sec. III we derive a closed ex-
pression for F(s,z*) in terms of G(d,,&ft) and also a
closed expression for G(&f,dt) in terms of F(z,s*).
Examples of application of Theorem I to ordering prob-
lems will be given in Sec. VI B. We show, in a later
paper in this series, " that our technique may also be
applied to problems involving time ordering.
where
g(n, n*) = —Tr{G(u,ut) expL —(n&tt-n*u))}. (3.6)
The function f(n, n*) in (3.1) is, of course, the Fogrier
spectrum of the c number functi-on. In view of the formal
similarity between (3.1) and (3.5), we will refer to the
(c-number) function g(n, n*) in (3.5) as the Folrier
spectrgns of the q nlntber f-lnction G(6,at). It is evident
that the relation (3.3) for, equivalently, (3.4)j connects
the two Fourier spectra f(n, n*) and g(n, n*). We will
first investigate this relationship for the rules of associa-
tion de6ned in Tables I and II.
We have from Eqs. (3.3) and (3.1), on using the
linearity of the 0 operator,
G(&1,&tt) = f(n,n*)Q {exp(ns* n*z)}d'—n (3 7).
m=o n~o mIe!
co oo + —Q
atman
~=o n=o m!~ f
(n&tt) m ( n@&t)n
Consider now the normal rule of association (superscript
N). We then have
m
Q&~& {exp(ns* n*s) }=Q—«&
3~ For the special cases of normal and antinormal ordering, our
theorem is equivalent to the result recently noted by Lax and
Louisell in Ref. 13.
m=o n=o mf
=exp(nat) exp( —n*u) . (3 8)
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We rewrite the last expression with the help of the
Baker-Hausdorff identity4' and obtain the formula
Q&n& {exp(us* u—*z)}
=exp(+ rsl u l ') exp(uat —a*&i) . (3.9)
From (3.7) and (3.9) it follows that, for the normal rule
of association,
G'n&(ff &1') = exP(+s lul ')f(u, u*)
Xexp(udt —a*Pi)d'u. (3.10)
From (3.10) we see that the Fourier spectrum g&'v&(u, u*)
of G&~&(&&,
,
at) is given by
g '(u u*) =exp(+-', l u l ')f(u, u*) . (3.11)
r&&hick the functions Q(u, P) satisfy condifion4' (ii) and
the tr&&ial normalization condition (iii).
It is clear that a linear mapping F(z,z*)~ G(&i,&it)
is, in a sense, analogous to a time-invariant linear filter,
with the function Q(u, P) playing the role of the fiker
funcfion. A linear mapping for which condition (ii) is
satisfied is analogous to a minimal filter"; that for
which condition (iv) is satisfied is analogous to a
symmetric jilter.
A closed expression for a linear mapping is now readily
obtained by substituting from (3.12) into (3.5) and then
expressing f(u, u*) in terms of F(z,z*) from the relation
(3.2). This result is expressed by the following theorem. 4'
theorem II. The q numb-er function, G(a,&it) obtained
from a c number fun-ction F(z,z*) by the linear mapping Q
(G=Q{F})is given by
Ke may carry out similar calculations for the other
rules of association dered in Sec. II and we 6nd that for
each of them the relation between the spectrum of
G(c,at) and the spectrum of F(s,z*) is of the form
g(u, u*) =Q(u, u*)f(u, u*), (3.12)
where
G(d, at) = F(z,z*)h&"&(s—&&, z*—&it)d'z (3.13)
where the function Q(u, u~) is characteristic of the
particular rule of association Q. The explicit forms of
the functions Q(u, u*) are shown in Table III. It is
seen that, in each case, Q(u, u*) is obtained from a
function Q(u, P), which satisfies the following conditions:
(i) Q(u, fl) is an entire analytic function of two com-
plex variables n, g.
(ii) Q(u, P) has no zeros.
Xexp{ $~(z—* &1") —u*(z—d))}—d'u (3..14)
The operator 6&"&(z—a, s*—at), defined by (3.14),
plays a central role in the present theory. We will
refer to it as the mapping 6 operator for the Q mapping
and we will study its main properties in Sec. IV. Here
we only note that this operator has a clear symbolic
meaning. To see this we note, first of all, that if we
choose
In addition, Q(u, a) also has the following properties: f(u, u*) = 8&'&(u —up), (3.15)
(iii) Q(0,0) =1.
(iv) Q( —u, —&3) =Q(u, g).
We now define a broader class of mappings F(z,z*)~
G(c,at), which we call the class of linear mappings, by
the property that for each Tnapping of this class, the
Fourier spectra f(u, u*) and g(u, u*) of F(z,za) and
G(&i,&it) are related by Eq. (3.12). A linear mapping for
which the condition (i) is satisfied will be said to be
analytic. Throughout this investigation we will mainly
consider the subclass of linear analytic mappings for
TABLE III.The filter function 0 (n,n*) for the commonly employed
rules of association.
Rule of association
Normal
Antinormal
Weyl
Standard
Antistandard
exp (+-',n*n)
exp (—~n*n)
1
exp (4n' —~0.*')
exp (—-„'n'+-,'n*')
4o See Ref. 21, p. 102, or A. Messiah, Quantum 3IIechanics
(Wiley, New York, 1961),Vol. I, p. 442.
where b&s&(u —up) is the two-dimensional Dirac b func-
tionn
D.e., b&" (u —up) = b(u&"& —up&"&) b(u&'& —up&") & where
u=u&r&+iu&'& up=a &"&ciao&~& u&"& u&O up&r& and u&'&
are real, and b is the ordinary Dirac b function), then
according to (3.12),
g(u, u') =Q(u u*)b "&(u—uo), (3 16)
and (3.1), (3.3), (3.5), (3.15), and (3.16) then give the
relation
Q {exp(ups* —uo*z) }=Q(uo, uo*) exp(up&it —up*a) (3 17)
4' It will be seen shortly (Theorem III: Eqs. (3.25)—(3.2/) J
that when condition (ii) is not satis6ed, the kernel of the inverse
transform is expressed in terms of a function that has singularities.
An example of such a mapping is provided by Rivier's rule of
association LD. C. Rivier, Phys. Rev. 83, 862(L) (1951)g. In
this case,
Q (exp (os* a*s)}=$(e—xp (n&ft) exp ( a*8)+exp—( n*o) exp (o—at) g
With the help of this result, one can show that for Rivier's rule,Q(nP) =cosh(rsnP). Since this function has zeros, the corresponding
function Q(o,P) =Q(—n, —P) that enters the expression for the
inverse transform has singularities.
4'See, e.g. , V. V. Solodovnikov, Introdnction to the Stgtisticgl
Dynamics of ANtonsatic Control Systems, translation edited byJ. S. Thomas and I.. A. Zadeh (Dover, New York, 1960), p. 45.4'Theorem II is valid regardless of whether or not the filter
function Q(o.,e*) has any zeros.
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Next let us choose
F(z,s*)=b(»(z —z,). (3.18)
where
1
~
«) (z —a, ."—at) = — Q(n, u*)
7r2
If we represent 5&2& in the form of a Fourier integral, i.e.,
b('&(s —s,) and
Xexp( —fn(z* —at) —u*(s—a)g}d'n (3.26)
1
exp( —Lu(zp* —s*) n—*(sp z—))}d'u, (3 19)
7r2
and then apply the operator Q to both sides of (3.19)
and use the linearity of 0, we obtain the relation
Qb &'& (s —s&)) = — exp t (n—sp* n*—sp) ]
7r2
XQ(exp(ns* n*z—)}d'n (3.20)
If on the right-hand side of (3.20) we now make use of
relation (3.17) and compare the resulting expression
with (3.14), we obtain the formula
Q(5(') (»—zp) }=6&"'(sp —a, zp* —at) . (3.21)
Equation (3.21) shows that the operator 6(")(zp—a,
zp —at) is simply the operator onto which the two-
dimensional Dirac b function is mapped &&ia the Q
mapping.
Next we will derive a.closed expression for the inverse
mapping (3.4). We have, from (3.12),
where
f(n, n*) = Q(n, n*)g(n, u*), (3.22)
Q(u, n*) =LQ(u, n*)]-'. (3 23)
1
F(s,z*)= — Q(n, n*) Tr{G(a,at) expL —(nat —n*a)j}
XexpL(us* ns) jd'n—
=sr Tr G(a, at)— Q(n, n*)
~2
Since we assumed that Q(n, n*) had no zeros, Q(n, n*)
is defined for all values of n, real or complex. If now we
substitute from (3.22) into (3.1) and then use (3.6) we
find that
Q(u, u*) = EQ( —u, —n*)j-'. (3.27)
In formulating Theorem III we were led to the intro-
duction of the two functions Q(n, n*) and Q(n, n*),
defined by Eqs. (3.23) and (3.27), respectively. It seems
appropriate, theorefore, to associate with each mapping
0 two other rnappings, which we will call the mapping
reciprocal to Q and the mapping antireciprocal to Q, and
will denote the corresponding mapping operators by 0
and by Q, respectively. These are the mappings (3.13),
with the function Q(n, u~) replaced by the functions
Q(n, u*) and Q(n, u*) defined by Eqs. (3.23) and (3.27),
respectively. The mapping operators for the correspond-
ing inverse mappings will be denoted by O~ and O~,
respectively.
In Appendix D, we derive the following two reci-
procity theorems, valid for any two arbitrary mappings
g(~) and g(2)
0~(p)Q(r) = 0~(r)Q(p)
Q (2) 0~ (&) —Q ( I) 0~ (2)
(3.28)
(3.29)
Here 0" &'& and 0" &'& represent, of course, the mappings
inverse to 0('~ and Q(2&, respectively. We will make use
of these relations later.
In the special case when Q(n, u*) is symmetric Li.e.,
when Q( —u, —n*) =Q(n, n*)j, the distinction between
the reciprocal and the antireciprocal mapping dis-
appears. We note that this is so for each of the 6ve
mappings listed in Table III and that, moreover, the
Weyl mapping is also self-reciprocal:
Q(~)(n, u*) = Q(~)(u, u*) .
In Appendix E, we prove the following interesting
result: Each mapping 0 maps a polynomial of degree
M in s* and degree E in s onto a polynomial of degree
M in ct and degree E in c and vice versa.
Finally, we note that in view of the assumptions (i)
and (ii) that we have made about the filter functions
Q(n, 8), namely, that it is an entire analytic function of
the two complex variables n and p, which has no zeros,
Q(n, P) must necessarily be of the forme4
Xexp'(z* —a")—u*(s —a)$d'n . (3.24) Q(n 8) =ex&'e& (3.30)
Finally, on changing the variable of integration from 0,
to —e, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem III. The c number function F(s-,s*), obtained
from a q number function -G(a,at) by the mapping 0'
inverse to Q (F=0~, fG}), is given by
F(z,z~) =sr TrLG(a, at)h(")(» —a, s*—at) j, (3.25)
where X(n,p) is itself an entire analytic function of n, p.
Let us expand &&(n,8) in a power series around the origin:
X(n,P) =C+Au+Bp+&sn'+vn*'+)&nP+, (3.31)
where C, A, 8, p, v, and P are parameters. In view of our
44 The corresponding result for a function of one complex vari-
able is derived, e.g. , in E.T. Copson, An Introduct4oe to the Theory
of FNnctiows of a ComP/ex Variable (Clarendon, Oxford, 1960),
p. 159.
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assumption (iii), namely, that Q(0,0) =1, we must have
C=O. (3.32)
Now one may readily verify, by the use of Theorem II
LEq. (3.13)) and Eqs. (3.30) and (3.31), that for a
mapping 0 for which the filter function is given by
(3.30) and (3.31),
Q{s}=d, —8, (3.33a)
Q{s*}=at+A . (3.33b)
Further, one can show with the help of Theorem III
PEq. (3.25)) that the inverse mapping 0' is such that
0~{8}=s+8, (3.34a)
ters p, ~, and X for these 6ve rules of association are
listed in Table IV.
We study in Sec. VI and in other papers of this
series some of the special properties of the subclass of
linear analytic mappings whose filter functions are of
the form (3.38).
We will now illustrate our results by a few examples.
Let us consider the representation (3.13) of an arbitrary
operator function G(a,at) via the antinormal rule of
association (superscript A). From (3.20) and (3.21) we
readily 6nd that
5&"'{so—a, s,*—at}—— exp(o.*a)Xexp( —rrat)
7r2
0'{at}=s*—A. (3.34b) exp(neo* o'*so—)Prr (3.39)
A =8=0. (3.34c)
This condition is, of course, equivalent to the condition
Hence we see that the presence of linear terms in the
expansion (3.31) implies translations in both the
c-number and the g-number spaces and that in order to
have the correspondence s~a, s*~~ a~, both the linear
terms in (3.31) must be absent, i.e.,
We can simplify this expression by inserting, between
the 6rst two exponential terms on the right-hand side
of (3.39), the identity operator, expressed in terms of
the projection operators of the coherent states Lthe
resolution of the identity, Eq. (B3)).Then using also
the fact that the coherent states are the eigenstates of
the annihilation operator LEq. (B1)), (3.39) reduces to
an ap
=0 when n =P=0, (3.35)
A&"'(so —d,
,
zoo —at) = — exP(n*s')is')(s'i exP( ns'*)—
x3
Xexp(nzo* —rr*so) dsrrd's'
which is satis6ed by all analytic symmetric filter
functions Q(a,P).
It is now evident that all the filter functions Q(n, P)
of the class that we are considering and which, more-
over, ensure the correspondence
(3.36)
1
Sp Sp ~ (3.40)
may be expressed in the form (3.30), with
X(o.,8) =pn'+rp'+)tnp+higher-order terms
in n and 8. (3.37)
If in (3.37) the higher-order terms are absent, then
Q(n, P) =exp(tin'+i 8'+XnP) . (3.38)
It is seen from Table III that all the 6ve rules of as-
sociations listed there belong to the subclass of mappings
characterized by filter functions of the form (3.38). We
notek'that the Weyl rule of association is the siinplest,
with Q(n, 8) =1 LX(n, 8) =0). The values of the parame-
TABLE IV. The values of the coefficients p, v, and X LEq.
(3.38)j for some of the Gve commonly employed rules of associa-
tion. .
Rule of association
Hence we see that the mapping 6 operator for the
antinormal rule of association is proportional to the
projection operator of the coherent state iso).
From Theorem II LEq. (3.13)) and (3.40), it follows
that
1
G(a,a') = — F&A&(s,s*)is)(sid's. (3.41)
The possibility of expressing an arbitrary density
operator of a quantum-mechanical system in the form
(3.41), known as the diagonal coherent state representa-
tion, was 6rst noted by Sudarshan. "A representation
of this type for a more restricted class of operators was
also discussed by Glauber, under the name of I' repre-
sentation. Since the original derivation was somewhat
heuristic, the generality of this representation has been
widely argued about. It is now known254' that the
Weyl
Normal
Antinormal
Standard
Antistandard
1
21
0
0
4' J. R. Klauder, J. McKenna, and D. G. Currie, J. Math.
Phys. 6, 733 (1965), and references therein; J. R. Klauder, Phys.
Rev. Letters l6, 534 (1966);J. R. Klauder and E. C. G. Sudar-
shan FNadameatats of QNantlm Optks (Benjamin, New York,
1968, Chap. VIII, and referenceso, therein; M. M. Miller and
E. A. Mishkin, Phys. Rev. 164, 1610 (1967).
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TAsr.E V. The c-number equivalents of some operators for the normal, antinormal, and Weyl rules of association. In this. table,
8~+"/Bz* ss" has been abbreviated by 8~,~ and X, is defined by Eq. (E14).
G(d, dt)
g~tmgn
gngfm
ZQ ZQ
exp( —&(dry)
For& (s,s*)
exp (2 I z I') (—$)"+"8, exp (—2 Is I')
(—1)~X„, (z, —s')
2 exp( —2lz —zol')
I2/(1+e "))expl —2lzl'(1 —e i)/(1+e "))
- f(N)
2 exp( —2lzl') g (—1)"1.„(4lzl')
P(»» (z,s*)
I'
,
—1) (2) &~+"»'X, (z/V2 —s~/K2)
exp( —Iz—zol')
expL —Izl (1—e- ))
Iz lie
em( —lzl')Z --- f(~)
Q
P("& (z,z*)
exp(lzlo)( —1)~+~8 „exp(—lzl')
&n&+m
8&'&( z zo—)
expL&( —(e"—1) I z I')
f(r&)
exp (I» I') 2 is-.-s"'(z)}
mt
diagonal coherent-state representation holds under
very general conditions provided that it is interpreted
in the sense of generalized function theory. We have
just seen that this representation follows at once from
our general Theorem G, which also shows the signifi-
cance of the weighting function which appears in this
representation. An expression for this weighting func-
tion J ("&(s,s*) may readily be derived with the help of
Theorem III (see Appendix F, where a similar cal-
culation is carried out for the c-number equivalent for
the Acyl rule of association). The result is (with n
labeling coherent states)
1
J""'(z,z*)= —exp(lzl') (—nlGln) exp(lnl')
In Sec. VI, the general formulas derived in this
section and certain relations[derived in Sec. V will be
used to determine the c-number equivalents for various
rules of association and the corresponding ordered
forms of various commonly occurring operators (Se.e
also Table V.)
IV. PROPERTIES„,OF MAPPING, '.:, 4 ' OPERATORS
AND SOME RELATED RESULTS
According to Eq. (3.14), each of the mapping 6
operators h~") may be expressed in the form
6'o'(zo —(2, z,* dt) =— D(n) Q(n, n*)
~2
&&expL —(ns* —n*s)jd'n, (3.42)
provided that ( n l G l n)—exp( l n l ') is square integrable.
If this expression is not square integrable, (3.42) must
be interpreted in the sense of generalized function
theory. Formula (3.42) was first derived by Methaeo
by inverting Eq. (3.41).
From Theorem III LEq. (3.25)j and from (3.40) it
immediately follows that the c-number equivalent of
G(a,&it) for the normal rule of association is given by
F&~&(s,s*)= (s l G(d, dt) l s). (3.43)
The properties4'4' of F&~) when G is the density opera-
tor of a quantum-mechanical system were studied by
Kano " Mehta and Sudarshan " Glauber '4 and
Mandel. 4'
For the sake of completeness, we also give a closed
expression for the c-number equivalent F( ' for the
Weyl rule of association:
2
~( '(z, z*) = —exp(2lsl')
&&expL —(nso* —n*zo)$dzn, (4.1)
6(n&(zo —If, zo*—6&')d'zo —1. (43)
Next let us consider the trace of 6("~. We have, from
Eqs. (4.1) and (811), again using the fact that
Q(0,0) =1,
Trl 6&"&(zo—d, zoo —&2t))=1/&r. (4.4)
D(n) =exp(nest —n*&i) . (4.2)
The operators D(n) are the well-known displacement
operators for coherent states (the eigenstates of the
annihilation operator &z) and their properties have been
extensively studied. We summarize them in Appendix
B. Using the properties of D(n) and the representation
(4.1) of 6&n&, one may readily determine the basic
properties of the mapping 6 operators.
Let us first integrate both sides of (4.1) over the
whole complex zo plane and use the fact that Q(0,0) =1.
We then obtain the following result:
The derivation of (3.44) is given in Appendix F.
' C. L. Mehta, Phys. Rev. Letters 18, 752 (1967}.
47 This function in a slightly difFerent context and in a difFerent
form &vas first introduced by K. Husimi I Proc. Phys. Math. Soc.
Japan 22, 264 (1940)).
48 In soigne recent publications, the role of the indices 2 and E
is interchanged. Our notation appears to be preferable in view
of the Theorems I and III.
4z L. Mandel, Phys. Rev. 152, 438 (1966).
x I 2( o o )gdz (3 44) From the property (39) of the displacement operator
and from (4.1),we find that
D(zz si)~ n (si /1& —zie —dt)Dt(—zz —zi)
=i&(&n&(zz —(2, sz*—&it) . (4.5)
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Next let us consider the trace of the product of two Comparison of (4.11) with (4.1) shows that if
mapping 6 operators Q( —n, —n*) =Q*(n,n*), then
6&"i~(z —a, z.*—at) = — Q (n n*)D(n)
1r2
Xexp[ —(uzi* —n*z,)]d'n (j=1,2), (4.6)
corresponding to two different rules of association. It
readily follows, with the help of (810) and (812), that
Tr[h &"»(zi—a, zi*—at) 6&"» (zo —a, zo* a")—]
Qi(u, n*)Qo( —n, —n*)
Xexp( —[n(»' —zo*) —u*(zi z2)]}d'u (4 7)
In the special but important case when the mappings
Q& and 02 are mutually antireciprocal, i.e., when
02=0~, the corresponding 6lter functions being related
by the formula Q&(n, n*) =[Qi(—u, —n*)] ', Eq. (4.7)
reduces to
Tr[A&"&(zi—d,
,
zi*—at)A &"&(zo —a, zo*—dt)]
1
=-d&"(
-"). (4&)
This relation expresses the orthogonality of the mapping
6 operators for any two mappings that are mutually
antireciprocal.
We also have, on taking the adjoint of (4.1),
A &"'t (zo—d, zo*—at) = — Q*(n,n*)Dt (n)
X2
Xexp[(nzo* —n*zo)]d'n. (4.9)
From Eqs. (4.1), (4.2), and (312), we find that
Tr[A&"&(zi—a, zi*—at)A&"&t(z, —a, zo* —at)]
= — IQ(-,-*)I
~8
Xexp[n(zo* —zi*)—n*(zo —zi)]d'n. (4.10)
Ke have up to now made no special assumptions
about the function Q(n, n*), beyond those made in
Sec. III, where these functions were introduced. We
shall now consider separately the implications of some
additional assumptions.
A. A( —n, —n") =Q~(n, n*)
We have from (4.9), if we change the variable of
integration from n to —0.,
A&"'t(zo —a, zo*—at) =5&"i(zo—a, zo~ —at), (4.12)
i.e., the Inapping operator is then Bermitiam.
Let us now consider the Q equivalent F&"&(z,z*) of a
Hermitian operator function G(a,dt) when the filter
function that characterizes this mapping satis6es the
relation Q( —n, —n*) =Q*(n,n*), i.e., when the two-
dimensional Fourier transform of Q(u, n*) is real. Ac-
cording to Theorem III [Eq. (3.25)],
F&"&(z,z*)=s Tr[G(d, at)6&"i(z —a, z*—a,")]. (4.13)
If we take the complex conjugate of F ("&, use elementary
properties of the adjoint and of the trace of the product
of two operators, we readily find that
[F&"i(z,z*)]*=~Tr[G'(d, d')~&""(z—a, z*—a')]. (4.14)
Now if Q(n, n~) satisfies the condition
Q(n, n*) =Q*(—n, —n*),
so does Q(u, n*) and hence, according to (4.12), 6&"& is
Hermitian. If G(a,a, ) is also Hermitian, the right-hand
side of (4.14) is obviously equal to the right-hand side
of (4.13), so that
[F&+ (z,z")]*=F&ai (z,z~) . (4.15)
This result shows that whee Q*(—u, —n*) =Q(n, n*), the
Q e&luioalemt of a Hermitiam operator is a real (c runcher)-
functior&.
It is seen from Table III that for normal, antinormal,
and Weyl rules of association, the filter functions
Q(n, n*) are real. Hence, according to the results that we
have just established, the mapping operators h&~& for
each of these rules of association are Hermitian and
each of them maps Hennitian operators onto real
c-number functions. %e will consider these three rules
of association more fully in Sec. VI.
G(d, at) = F &"i(z,z*)3,&"'(z—d, z*—dt) d'z. (4.16)
On taking the adjoint of (4.16), we obtain the formula
B. Q(n, n*) Unimodular
The class of mappings for which Q(n, n*) is unimodular
is also of interest and we will now briefly consider it.
It has been shown in Sec. III that any arbitrary
operator function G(a,a ) can be written, in terms of its
Q equivalent F&"'(z,s*), in the following form:
6&nit(zo —d, zo*—a")=—
~2
(u) Q*(—u, —u*)
Gt(d dt) = [F&a'(z z*)]*A&"'t(z—a z* at)d'z (4—.17).
Xexp[ —(nzo* —u*zo)]d'u. (4.11)
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It follows from (4.16) and (4.17) that
Tr(GGt) = F&"& (si,si*)LF &"&(sg,sz*)$*
XTrina &"&(sr —a, sr*—a' )n &"»(sz—u, z,*—u'))
Xd'srd'zz. (4.18)
(4.19)
where p(n, n*) is real, then Eq. (4.10) gives
TrLa&»(s, —a, z,*—ut) a&»t(z, —tt, z,*—at)j
= (1/ir) && &'&(zi —zi), (4.20)
an&i (4.18) reduces to
Now the trace in Eq. (4.18) is given by formula (4.10).
If we assume now that Q(n, n*) is unimodular, i.e., of
the form
Q(n, n*) =exp(iy(n, n*)7,
If P(s,s*) denotes the Fourier transform of Q(n, n*)
Xexp(--,'(n[z), i.e.,
1
S(z,s') = — Q(n, n*)
~2
Xexp( —-',
~
n
~
'+ns* —n*s)d'n, (4.24)
then (4.23) may be expressed in the form
8 t3
(s~A&."&(—u, at)—A&"&t( u, —at)~z)=exp' g
Bzr Bzz
X&(zlyzl )& (z2p2 ) ~ zi=82-z;cl =z2 =|, ~ (4 25)
We see that in order that 6("' be a 6nite operator, the
Fourier transform P(s,s*), de6ned by (4.24), must exist
and be infinitely differentiable with respect to both
arguments. A suSciency condition for the existence of
5 is the absolute integrability of the integrand of 5, i.e.,
TrLGt(upas)G(u, ai)) = —
~
F&a&(sos*)
~
'd's (4.21)
[Q(n,n*)~ «p( —2~n~')d'«™ (4.26)
This relation shows that zohee Q(n, n~) is unimodular,
operators of the Hilbert Schmidt c-lass are mapped orito
sguare integrab-le furictioris und vice versa
It is seen from Table III that the result we have just
established applies to the Weyl, the standard, and the
antistandard rules of association.
C. Q(n, n*) Square Integrable
We have, from (4.10),
TrLA&"&(s—&t, s*—&tt)A&"&t(s —a, s*—ut)g
1
Q(n)n*) I 'd'n. (4.22)
Hence in order that the mapping 6 operator 6("'
belong to the Hilbert-Schmi&it class, Q(n, n*) must be
square integrable. It is seen from Table III that this is
so for the antinormal rule of association.
D. Q (n, n*) exp (—z ( n ~') Absolutely Integrable
We will now derive suKciency conditions for 6("}
to be a 6nite operator, i.e., that the diagonal matrix
elements of 5&"}tA~"~ with respect to a complete set of
states exist.
Let us evaluate the matrix elements with respect to
the coherent states, i.e., the matrix elements
(s ( t&, &"&(so—tt, zo*—&tt)h &»i(so —a, zo*—ai) ( s) .
In view of (4.5) we may, without loss of generality,
take s&&=0. We then obtain, on using (4.1), (4.9), (88),
(810), and (813),
1
(s I ~'"'(—&I —u')A'""( —u, —&I') I z) = — Q(n, n*)
Xexp( —2 InI '+s*n —zn*) exp( —2 IP I'—s*P+sP*)
Xexp(n*P)Q*(P,P*)d'nd'P. (4.23)
This condition will certainly be satisfied if
) Q(n, n*) ) =«p(+& [n['), (4.27)
where y is a real constant less than 2. We see from
Table III that this is so for the Weyl and the antinormal
rules of association.
V. CONNECTING RELATIONS FOR
DIFFERENT MAPPINGS
Many formulas may be found in the literature which
in our terminology express relations between two c-num-
ber equivalents of the same operator for different rules
of association. Such relations may be derived in a sys-
tematic way from the present theory by the application
of certain general formulas that we will now derive.
A. Integral Relations
Consider two mappings 0('} and 0('& and let 6'"'"~
and 6(""'}be the corresponding 6 operators:
A'"'" (z —a z *—u') = — Q ' (n n*)D(n)
7r2
XexpL —(nsi* —n~si) jd'n, (5.1)
Xe px$ (nsg* n—*sz)$d'n— (5.2).
From (5.1) it follows, on taking the Fourier inverse,
that
Q&'&(n, n*)D(n) = A&""»(z —6, s ~ —&tt)
XexpL(nsr* —n*sr) gd'sr. (5.3)
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We now substitute for D(a) from (5.3) into (5.2) and From (5.8), (5.12), and (5.13), we obtain the formulas
obtain the following relation between the mapping 6
operators for two different rules of association: FR')(z z+) F&A)(z »0+)Sp)SO
~&«»&(z,
-u, z,"-at) = ~&"&"&(z,-u, z,*-a')
XX21(»2 »1) »2 »1 )d z y (5 4)
F &a&'&)(z z,+) = F &«'»(zi zi*)
yx2i(»2 —zi) »2*—zi*)d'zi. (5.7)
If we let 0&') —+ Q&'~ 0&'~ —& Q~'), and use the fact,
which follows from (3.23) and (3.27), that Q(n, o.*)
= Q( —n, —u*), we finally obtain the required relation
between F("'"~ and F("'"':
F&o&»)(z z 4) F &&&&i&)(z z +)
XE2i(zz —zi, »2*—zi*)d'zi, (5.8)
1
Q &'& (n,n*)Q &2& (&&.,n*)
7r2
Xexp(nP —n*))d'n. (5.9)
A necessary condition for relations of the type (5.4)
and (5.8) to exist is, of course, the convergence of the
integrals (5.5) and (5.9).
We will now illustrate the relation (5.8) by a few ex-
amples. If suffixes E, A, and 8' denote the normal, the
antinormal, and the %eyl rules of association, we have
from Table III
Q&"&Q&~& =Q&~) Q&~& =exp( ——,'n*n),
Q&"&0&~&=exp( —n*n).
(5.10)
(5.11)
on substituting from (5.10) and (5.11) into (5.9) in
turn and evaluating the integrals, we obtain the follow-
ing expressions for the three kernels:
($,e) =I~ (k,P) =(2i ) e p( —2Pk), (512)
(5.13)
1
X„(~,~*)= — 6 &'&(n,n*)Q&'&(n, n*)
%2
XexpL —(nP —n*())d'n. (5.5)
With the help of (5.4), we may easily derive relations
between the Q equivalents F&""'&(z,z*) and F&""'&(z,z*)
of an operator G(&1,&1t) for two different rules of associa-
tion. We have by Theorem III $Eq. (3.25))
F«"&)(z,z*)=~ TrLG(a, a )~ "'" (»—a, z*—a~)). (5.6)
From (5.4) and (5.6), we immediately obtain the
relation
Xexp( —2~» —zo~')d'»0, (5.14)
2
F&~&(z,z*)= — F&~&(zo,»0*)
Xexp( —2~ z —zp~ ')d'zp, (5.15)
F&))&')(z z+) — F&&)(z z *)
&&exp( —
~
z —»0~ 2)d'»0. (5.16)
The relations (5.14) and (5.16) appear to have been
first derived by Glauber /Ref. 24, Eqs. (13.36) and
(13.37)). The relation (5.16) was also derived by
Mehta and Sudarshan /Ref. 25, Eq. (4.4)), who used
it in their study of the diagonal coherent representation
of operators.
From (5.16) one may also easily derive two useful
identities due to Schwinger. If we take
F&"&(z,z*) =exp(P»~z) f(z*), (5.17)
where f(z*) is an arbitrary function of z* and p
is a constant, (5.16) gives, after a straightforward
calculation,
pF '"'(z,z*)= — f — exp z*z . (5.18)
1 p1 —p — 1 p—
Let G(a,at) be the operator onto which F&"&(»,z*) is
mapped via the antinormal rule of association. Then
G(u, at) is also the operator onto which F&~&(z,z*) is
mapped via the normal rule of association, i.e.,
Q&"&{F&"&(z z*)}= Q&~&{F&~&(z,z*)}, (5.19)
or, on substituting from (5.17) and (5.18) into (5.19),
we obtain the identity
Q"'{z'**}f(~)
1 at -t pf —— Q&"& exp ~ z*z . (5.20)
1—P 1—P &1—p
In a strictly similar way it can be shown that
f(&t)Q&"& {z'***}
Q(W)
Relations (5.20) and (5.21) are identical (except for
notation) with the identities (87) derived by Schwinger"
in connection with~the 'quantum theory of angular
momentum.
B. Differential Re1ations
The integral representation (3.14) may be expressed
in the form (taking Q=Q&")
'o Reference 28, pp. 274-276.
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A(""»(z-d, s' —a')
LQ &'& ((r,(r*)Q &'&(n,n*)JQ ('& (n, jr*)D(n)
7r2
XexpL (—ojz* n—*z)jd'oj
t c& a ) 8 c& 1
=Q '
i
—,—iQ ' — —— Q ' ((r (r )
Bz* Bz) Bz* Bz ors
matical techniques. "The inversion gives again formulas
(5.29)-(5.31).
VL EXAMPLES
We will now illustrate some of the general results
derived in the previous sections by a few examples
relating to the mapping of operators onto c-number
functions and expressing operators in ordered forms.
1.e.]
XD(jr) expi —(jrz*—&r*z)$d'n,
A &'"'&(z—u, z*—(tt)
8 8
,
—A &"""(z —(t, z*—ttt),
az* az
where
(5.22)
A. Mapping of Operators onto c-Number Functions
L G= f(tie); f&forusa/ Rule of Association
Let us 6rst determine the c-number equivalent, for
the normal rule of association, of an arbitrary function
f(P) of the number operator f&'f (Jta. According to
(3.43), we now have
(5.23)
From (5.23) and (5.6) it follows that
F'"'(z z*)= 8'N'(f(d'tl)) =(zl f(d d) I z), (61)
where
l z).is the coherent state, labeled by the eigenvalue
s. Using the well-known expansion of the coherent states
r&o»&( *& j ( p&oo»(s s & (h qq& in terms oj the Foth states ~ )(eeoc Ref. jl, zq. (3.7&|Bs Bs V1Z. )
1 r)s
F( &(z,z*)=e pi —— F& &(z,z*), (5.30)
2 azaz'
(Is
F&"&(z,z*) =expi — i F&N&(s z*).
asas*) (5.31)
These differential relations, which we have just derived,
may also be obtained from formulas (5.14)-(5.16) by
noting that each of them is a %eierstrass transform.
Such a transform may be inverted by standard mathe-
'r A special case of formula (5.25) was obtained by N. H. McCoy
)Proc. Natj Acad. Sci. (U. S.) 18, 674 (1932)g. Several other
special cases were found by C. L. Mehta in Ref. 8.
Again letting 0(') ~ 0('~, 0(') —+0&'), and using the
fact that Q((r,n*) = Q( —jr, —n*), we obtain the follow-
ing differential relation" between F&"'"& and F&"'"~:
8 8
F&""'&(z,z*) =Lsri — —,—F("""(z,z*), (5.25)
az*' ()z
where
L. (~,P) =~.(-~, -P)
=Q("(-r -P)Q"&(-~ -8). (5.26)
XVe will illustrate the relation (5.25) by a few ex-
amples. From (5.26) and Table III, we have
(4e) =L ($,e) = p(let), (5 2't)
(E,P) =exp%'5) (5.2S)
From (5.25), (5.27), and (5.28), we obtain the relations
1 8'y
F & '(z,z*)= expi ——— i F&~&(z,z*), (5.29)
2 azaz*)
lz)=exp( —slzl') r.
o=o QN!
(6.2)
Z. G=X exp( —pattt); Rule of Associatiors Characterised
by Q((r,n*) =exp(pjr'+vjr*'+)hnrr*) .
As another example, we will derive the c-number
equivalent, for rules of associations characterized by the
filter function
Q(rr, n*) =exp(tras+v(r*'+)&jr(r*),
of the operator
G=K exp( —pd, td), (6.6)
5~ I. I. Hirschman and D. V. Kidder, in The Convolution Trans-
form (Princeton U. P., Princeton, ¹ J., 1955), Chap. VIH.
Eq. (6.1) may be expressed in the form
gungag
F'"'(z,z*)=exp( —lzl') Z Z
m=o e-o (r&s!rs!)'Is
X(oui j'(tttu) lN). (6.3)
Since ln) is the eigenstate of the number operator,
f(dt's) l I)=f(e) l e). If,we make use of this result and
of the orthogonality of the Fock states, '(6.3) reduces to
F (N&(z za) —0&e (N& f f((nst(t) )
2n
=exp( —!zl') 2 f(N) (6.4)
n-0 g t
It is of interest to note that (6.4) implies that the c-num-
ber equivalent of f(ttttt) for the normal rule of associa-
tion is the weighted sum of Poisson distributions, each
with the same parameter lsl', the weighting factors
being f(n)
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where K and g are c-numbers. Kith the choice
P =Ao&/kT, X= [1—exp( —Ao&/k T)$, (6.7)
where k is the Boltzmann constant, (6.6) represents the
density operator of a mode labeled by energy A~, of an
electromagnetic field in equilibrium at temperature T.
As pointed out in Sec. III (see also Table IV), the
function Q(n, n*) is, for each of the five usual rules of
association, of the form (6.5). Consider first the case
of the normal rule of association. Since the operator
(6.6) is a function of the number operator, we may
readily obtain its c-number equivalent for the normal
rule by applying the formula (6.4), with the choice
f(e) =Jt' exp( —Pri). We then obtain the following
expression for Ii &~"
z 2"
F&~&(s,s*)=at exp( —IsI') g exp( —Pe). (6.8)
n=O
and if we use it in (6.13), we obtain
XyF&"'(s,s*)= exp( —I n I ')
p, v
XexpI ——n' ——n*'—
z* z
n+ n* d'n, (6.15)
where
r = 4+7 —k). (6.16)
The integral appearing in (6.15) may be evaluated with
the help of a formula derived in Ref. 53, Eq. (1.18),
and one obtains the following expression for F&"&(s,s*):
F&"&(s,s*)= O{m, exp( —Pitta) )
X7 &us +vS +ASS
exp ,(6.17)(r' —4~V)"' r' —4@v
The series on the right-hand side of (6.8) will be
recognized as the power-series expansion of y+7 —&u —v —s & 0. (6.18)
so that
exp{—I s I '[1—exp( —P)j), Condition (6.18) ensures the absolute convergence of
the integral (6.15).
F&~&(s,s*)= O&~&{xexp( —8ata) j
=X exp( —I s I '/y), (6.9)
where
Kith the choice of the normalization constant
Z =1/ys. , (6.19)
v=[1-exp(-P)3 ' (6.10)
We see from (6.9) that the c-number equivalent of the
operator G=X exp( —/de) for the normal rule of
association is proportional to the Gaussian distribution
in
I s I, with variance Qy.
To determine the 0 equivalent of the operator
G=K exp( —fata) for any other rule of association
characterized by (6.5), we make use of the connecting
relation (5.25). We then obtain from (5.25), (5.26),
(6.5), and (6.9), if we recall that for the normal rule of
association @=v=0, , X=-'„
()=(*)=o,
(s')= —2v, (s*')=—2p, (ss*)=r. (6.20)
It is of interest to note that the two moments (s') and
(s*') depend only on the particular choice of mapping.
If G is the density operator of a single mode of the
electromagnetic field in thermal equilibrium at tem-
perature T, then we have from (6.10) and (6.7)
y =1/X =[1—exp( —Ao&/kT)] '= (n+1), (6.21)
Eq. (6.17) represents a joint Gaussian probability distri-
bution in the two complex variables z and z*, whose erst
and second moments are given by
F "'(s,s*)=I.
I —,—X exp( —Is I 'I y), (6.11)as*' as where
where n = [exp(Ao&/kT) —1]—' (6.22)
g„(~ p) —exp[ &p vps (7, r)~pj (6 12) is the. average occupation number of the mode. Equa-
tion (6.17) then gives
Hence
F &"&(s,s*)=m exp —p —v +(7 —-', )
Bz Bz Bz0z* where
0 2
1 f 7is'+vs*'+r'ss )F &n&(s,s*)= —expI — I . (6.23)i
Now we have the identity
xexp( —Is I 'h). (6.») r'= (n+X+-', ),
a = (r" 4pr )'~'—
Condition (6.18) now becomes
(6.24a)
(6.24b)
7
exp( —I s I '/v) = — «p( —v In I ')
Xexp(n*s-ns*)d'n, (6.14)
@+&+X—p —v) 0. (6.25)
"V.Bargmann, Commun. Pure Appl. Math. 14, 187 (1961).
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We see from Table IV that for all the five rules of as-
sociation listed there, X—p —v+ —2. Since 8 is neces-
sarily positive, condition (6.25) is satisfied in all the
five cases.
Now the scalar product of a coherent state ln) and a
Fock state
I n) is"
(nln) =exp( —klnl')n"/&(n ) (633)
so that (6.32) becomes
Xexp(2n*s 2n—z*)d'n
3. G=at"a; Antinormal Rule of Association
Next we determine the c-number equivalent, for the p(w)( ss)
I I exp(2lsl s) ( na) (n) exp( Inl 2)( 2
antinormal rule of association, of the operator 4.n!I
G=a™tl (m a non-negative integer) . (6.26)
We have, according to Eq. (3.42),
P(Al(z s+) —Qg(Al{gtma~m}
1
= -«p(lsl') (—nla™a-ln&e~ ~'
XexpL —(ns* —n*s))d'n. (6.27)
Using the fact that the coherent states ln) are eigen-
states of the annihilation operator a, Eq. (6.27) reduces
to
2 82
«p(2lsl')
n I (4)" BsBs*
Xexp( —4I sl '). (6.34)
Making again use of the identity (6.29) we find that
F' '(s,s*)=o'' '{ln)(nl}
2(—1)"
exp( —2 I s I ')1.„(4I s I '), (6.35)
F &"&(s s*)= —exp(l I') (—n*)"(n)~ exp( —lul ')
1
= —exp(lsl')
XexpL —(ns* —u*s)$d'n
82
exp( —I nl ')
Xexp L—(ns* —n*s) jdsn
82
=exp(l s I ') exp( —
Isl
')
g&mg&4m
(6.28)
Xexpl —2 (ns* —u*s) jd'n. (6.32)
We now make use of the following identity that may be
verified by induction:
82
—exp( —pz*s)
g&4mg&m
=(—P) exp( Plsl')I (Plsl') (6 29)
where L (x) is the Laguerre polynomial of order m.
From (6.28) and (6.29) with P= 1, we obtain
P(+)(s s+) = QH(+l {at~a~}= (—1)~L, (s+s) (6 3P)
Next we give two examples of mapping of operators
that are not explicitly given as functions of a and a~.
4. G=
I e)(nl; 8'eyl Rule of Association
We will now determine the c-number equivalent for
the Weyl rule of association of the projection operator
G= In)(nl, (6.31)
for the Fock state
I
e). According to (3.44), it is given by
J" '(s s*)=o' '{ln)&nl }
2
= —exp(2lsl') (-nle)(nln)
where L (x) again denotes the Laguerre polynomial
of order Ã.
5. G= lsp)&spl; Normal Rule of Asso. ciation
As the last example of mapping of operators onto
c-number functions, let us determine the c-number
equivalent, for the normal rule of association, of the
operator
G= lsp)&ssl, (6.36)
where
I ss) is a coherent state. The c-number equivalent
of this operator for the normal rule of association is,
according to (3.43) and (6.36), given by
F'"'(ss*)=o' '{I»&&«l }=&sl«)(»ls& (637)
The scalar product of two coherent states is given by
formula (B2), and on using it we obtain
F "("*)=o. {I")("I}
=exp( —I ss I ') exp(sss*+ss*s —s*s) . (6.38)
In Table V we list, for convenience, the c-number
equivalents for the normal, the antinormal, and the
Weyl rules of association of the various operators'4
considered in this and in the next section.
B. Ordering of Operators
In Sec. II we have reduced the problem of expressing
an arbitrary operator G in an ordered form, appropriate
'4 It should be noted that the c-number equivalents corre-
spodning to the projection operator ~m)(m~ on Fock state (m)
may be obtained from those corresponding to the operator
f(ate) by the replacement f(n) ~ S„, .This resnltfollows from the
fact that if the operator f is expressed in terms of Fock states, i.e.,
f(~'a) = 2 f(n) IN)(NI,
then the operator ~ns)(m( corresponds to the choice f(n) =S„,
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to some prescribed type of ordering, to the problem of
determining the corresponding c-number equivalent
F(z,z*) of G(a,at). The result is expressed by our
Theorem I LEqs. (2.22) and (2.23)), according to which
the Q-ordered form 8&nl(B,at) of G(d, at) is given by
g&"&(a,at) —=S&"&{F&"&(z,z*)}, (6.39)
where
F&nl(z, z*)= 8{G(a,at) }. (6.40)
Here S("~ denotes the substitution operator for 0
ordering and Q~ represents the mapping inverse to Q.
We will now illustrate this theorem by a few examples.
1. Xoymally Ordered Form of Operator G= f(ata)
As a erst example we will determine the normally
ordered form of an arbitrary function f(N) of the num-
ber operator N=atl, i.e., of the operator
G(a,a ) =f(a'a) (6.41)
According to (6.39) and (6.40), the normally ordered
form of this operator is obtained by applying the sub-
stitution operator S(~& for normal ordering to the
e-number equivalent F&~&(z,z*) of G. We have already
determined this equivalent; it is given by Eq. (6.4), viz. ,
F (&)(z zm) —Qte &&){f(fata) }
S
=exp( —Izl') 2 f(N). (642)
n-O g t
We expand F&N&(z,z*) in a power series in s and s*
and obtain
- (-1) f(~)F&+)(z za) = Q Q zecm+nzm+ee
mIe t
and (6.46) reduces to
(—1)'(y—s)K(ttttt)K g P tttrttr
.=o e=o s!(y—s)! (6.48)
This formula for the normally ordered form of the Kth
moment of the number operator may be used, for ex-
ample, to compute the counting moments in terms of
the counting correlations in photoelectric measurements
of light Quctuations. "
Z. Antitsoymatty Ordered Form of Operator at a
Next let us express the operator
G gtmg77s (6.49)
in antinormally ordered form. %e have, according to
Eq. (6.30),
F&A) (z z'4) Qg (A) {atmam} ( 1)ml (zza) (6 30)
where I. is the Laguerre polynomial of order m:
(—1)"t mq
~-(«*)= E — I I(zz*)".
y! y)
» The identity (6.47) is a special case of the identity
M (—1)x(n+E)~=0 for M)E)&0,
K~
(6.51)
Now the ininite series over r may be reduced to a
Qnite series by the use of the identity"
" (—)'( —)
— — =0 for y) E&0, (6.47)
e=o s!(y —s)!
~ (—1) f(y —s)
zrersr
r=o e=o s!(y—s)! (6.43)
which may be established as follows:
( 1)e(y s)K(&t) = Z Z 8
s!(y—s) l
(6.46)
where, on going from the erst to the second line, we
have made the substitution m+yl, =y, m=s Applying.
now the substitution operator S(~& to both sides of
(6.43) I see Eq. (6.39)j, we obtain the required normally
ordered form of f(at8):
" (—1)'f(»—s)
f(tfttt) = P g dt "&1'. (6.44)
r=o e 0 S!(y—S)!
Formula (6.44) was derived previously by Louisell
(Ref. 21, p. 114) in a less direct way.
From (6.43) several results of interest may be derived
as special cases. For example, if G is the Xth power of
the number operator, i.e., if
G= (atd)K,
where Eis a non-negative integer, 'then f(ts) =tsK and
(6.44) gives
8
n+x—~ 1—x~Bx x~1~
From the last expression it is evident that 5=0 if M) N &~ 0. We
are indebted to Dr. J. H. Eberly for bringing this identity and its
proof to our attention.
"L. Mandel, Phys. Rev. 136, 31221 (1964).The corresponding
expression for the operator (&tt&t)" in the antinormal form may be
obtained from the identity
exp( p&tt&t) =0&—»(exp! (1—e ~)!0 [e+pg!,
which is a special case (for p=v=0, X= —e) of result (6.17).
Expanding both sides of this identity in powers of P and equating
the coefficients of equal powers of p, we obtain the required form
X r ( 1)x+e(r+])x
p,~ sl(r —s) f
This formula for the antinormally ordered form of the Eth
moment of the number operator may be used to compute the
counting moments in terms of the counting correlations in the
measurement of light fluctuations by a quantum counter; see
also Ref. 49.
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Hence we have from (6.50) and (6.51)
(—1)"+" m)F'"'(Z,Z*) =2 I(«*)r ~
r! rP (6.52)
4. Normally Ordered Form of Operator G= lz())(z()l
As the last example let us consider the normally
ordered form of the operator
G= Izs)(zsl, (6.60)
On applying to both sides of (6.52) the substitution
operator S&~& for antinormal ordering, we obtain the
required representation of the operator (6.49):
where
I zs) is a coherent state.
According to (6.38), the c-number equivalent of this
operator for the normal rule of association is
m (—1)m+rtrm~(it m(Im Itlrtltr
r! &ri (6.53)
F( )(z z*)—O(N){ lzs)(zsl )
=exp( —I zs I ') exp(zsz*+z()*z —z*z) . (6.61)
G =exp( —Pata), (6.54)
where P is a c-number.
We have already determined the c-number equiv-
alents of this operator, for the class of rules of associa-
tions characterized by the filter function Q(n, n*)
=exp(p(r'+) n*'+An(r*). (See Sec. VI A 2). For the
Weyl rule of association, one has (see Table IV)
p=) =t =0 and hence we obtain from (6.17), on making
this substitution and taking%=1,
3. Weyl Order-ed Form of Operator G= exp( —p(tta)
As another example let us determine the Keyl-
ordered form of the operator
This function may be expanded into a power series
in z and ze by the use of the following identity LRef.
57, Eq. (A1)):
exp P to+)(z+) toz)
)p " (—p))
m nl
— Itonzm (6 62)
m=0 n 0 m! k p
where I.„(x) are the associated Laguerre polynomials.
From this identity, with X=zp, m=z*, p=zp*, v= —1,
and from (6.61) we obtain
( 1)n(z e)m—nF'"'(z,z*) =exp( —lzol') Z Z
m=p n~p m!
F(~)(z,z*) =O(~){exp( Pata)—)
= (~/r) exp( —zz*/r)
where, according to (6.10) and (6.16), with &=0,
y=(1 —exp( —P)) ',
1 1+exp( —P)-
V=V —2=—
2 1—exp( —P)
Hence (6.55) may be written in the form
F (~)(z,z*)=2(1+exp(—P)) ' exp( —zz*/r)
XL,„=-(lz,l s)z*.z-. (6.63)
(6.56)
(6.57)
( 1)n(z e)m—nI")("I="p(-I"I) Z Z
m~p n~p m!
m—n(l z I 2)tltntlm (6 64)
In particular, when zp =0 we have, on using the fact
that L,.'(0) =1,
( 1)n
I p)(p I p (Itnttn
n-0 g!
(6.65)
(6 55) Applying now the substitution operator S+') to both
sides of (6.63), we obtain the required normally ordered.
formof theoperator Iz())(zsl:
=2(1+exp(—P))-~ g I ——I z"z*". (6.58)
.=o &
On applying the substitution operator for Weyl order-
ing to (6.58), we obtain the required Weyl-ordered
form of the operator (6.54):
exp( —P(lt(I) =2L1+exp( —P)j '
( 1)n
&& 2 I ——I (a™a")~ (6.59)
n=0
In this formula (a™a"))r denotes, as before, the Weyl-
symrnetrized form of the operator a™8",i.e., the sum
of all possible products involving e creation operators
and n annihilation operators, divided by the total
number of such products.
Formula (6.65) for the normally ordered form of the
projection operator of the vacuum state has been
derived previously by other methods. "
VII. MAPPING IN COORDINATE-MOMENTUM
REPRESENTATION
For the sake of completeness, we will now brieQy
consider the form of our main theorems when the basic
operators are the coordinate and the momentum opera-
tors (I and P, obeying the usual commutation relation
(2.1), viz. , L(I,P)=ik. As in Sec. II, we denote the
corresponding c-number variables g and p, respectively.
~73. R. Mollow and R. J. Glauber, Phys. Rev. 160, 1076
(&967).
r's See, e.g., J. Schwinger, J. Math. Phys. 2, 407 (1961).
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The fact that p q" and (p q") tr correspond to each
other in the Weyl association may be used, with the
help of Theorem I, to express an arbitrary operator
function in the "Weyl-symrnetrized form, " i.e., in the
form
Trace:
Tr)D(s) j=wbtsl(s).
Orthogonality:
TrLD(s)Dt(s') 1 =orb&'i(s —s') .
(811)
(812)
G(p,q)=~ ~
~=o n=o
(A10) ItIatrix elements with respect to coherent states:
&s'ID(n) ls&=&" ls& exp(nz'* —n*z —l lnl'), (813)
APPENDIX 8: PROPERTIES OF COHERENT
STATES AND OF ASSOCIATED
DISPLACEMENT OPERATORS
The coherent states" is& are defined as the eigen-
states of the annihilation operator a:
where &s'iz) isgivenby (82).
The displacement operators form a complete set in
the sense that any operator function G(d, at) of the
Hilbert-Schmidt class may be expressed as a linear
combination of the displacement operators. The proof
of this result is given in Appendix C.
QS=SS
Since a is not Hermitian, the eigenvalues s are
general, complex. In fact every value of s, real or c
plex, may be shown to be an eigenvalue of u. The st
iz) are not orthogonal; the scalar product &s'iz& has
the value Since the completeness of the displacement operatorsis basic for the present theory, we will now establish
this result. " It may be expressed in the form of the
following theorem that may be regarded as an operator
analog of the Fourier integral theorem and of
Plancheral's theorem for c-number functions6':
Every operator flnction G(a,at) of the Hilbert Schmidt-
class, i.e., sech that Tr[G(li, lit)Gt(o, ,at))& ~, may be
expressed Nniqlely in the form
&"ls&=exp(zz'* —s lsl' —:I"is} (82)
The coherent states form an overcomplete set,"yield-
ing the resolution of identity:
1
is&&zi dsz=1. (83)
APPENDIX C: COMPLETENESS OF DISPLACE-
MENT OPERATORS. OPERATOR ANALOG
om- OF FOURIER THEOREM AND SOME
ates RELATED THEOREMS
The integration in (83) extends over the whole complex
s plane.
The coherent states may be generated from the
vacuum state i0& by the application of the displace-
ment operator"
In fact,
D(z) =exp(zat —s*8) .
D(s)10&= ls),
(84)
(85)
and more generally,
D(s') i s& = i s+s'& expL.",(s's*—z'es) i. (86)
The following properties of the displacement opera-
tors are among the most important ones" ".
Ueitarity:
D-'(s) =D'(s) .
Bermitiam adjoimt:
Dt(z) =D(—s) .
Displacement: For any arbitrary operator function
G(d,at),
Dt(z)G(tl, tlt)D(z) =G(ct+s, at+s') .
I'roduct:
D(s')D(z) =D(z+s') expL-;(z's* —s'*s)j. (810)
eo J. R. Klauder, Ann. Phys. (¹Y.) 11, 123 (1960).
"A. E. Glassgold and D. Holliday, Phys. Rev. 139, A1717(1965).
G(if,o') = g(n n*)D(n)d'n (C1)
1
g(n, n') = —TrLG(d, tf')D'(n) $. (C2)
3foreoeer,
1
—Tr(G(tt, ut)Gt(tl, at)$ = i g(n, n*) i 'd'n. (C3)
)&gs(n —p, n* p*) expL—-', (pn* —p*n) jd'p. (C4)
The identity (C4) is in some respects analogous to the
convolution theorem on Fourier transforms.
~'Our attention has been drawn to a paper by J. C. T. Pool(J. Math. Phys. 7, 66 (1966)$, where another proof of this result
is given.
esE. C. Titchmarsh, Irttrodttctson to the Theory of Folrier
Imtegrals (Clarendon, Oxford, 1948).
e4 R. R. Goldberg, Folrser Tralsforms (Cambridge U. P.,
New York, 1961),pp. 18—20.
We will also establish the following generalization of
(C3). If Gr(a, at) and Gs(ll, ot) are two operators of the
Hilbert Schmidt class an-d gt(n, n*) and gs(n, n*) are their
"Fottrier transforms, " given by eqlations of the form
(CZ), then
-T LG.(~,~)G.(d, -)D (-»= g.(P,P*)
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and 0 denotes the mappings reciprocal to 0, i.e., the
mapping whose filter function is LQ(n, n*)) '.
Let us consider the effect of operating with O~&')Q&')
on an arbitrary c-number function F(s,s*), according
to Theorems II and III LEqs. (3.13) and (3.25)):
Q~(2)Q(1) {F(ss8)}
To establish the second reciprocity relation, let us
consider the effect of operating with 0&"O~ "& on an
arbitrary operator function. G(a, ,at). We have from
Theorems II and III t'Eqs. (3.13) and (3.25))
Q(2)Qw(1){G(a at)} )r d2s g(&&&&))(s a s8 at)
d"'F( ',"*)T L~&"""("-',"*-") XTrLG(a, at)a& '".)(s—a, s*—a,')). (D9)
Let us express 6("'") and 6("'"~7 on the right-hand
side of (D9), in the integral form (4.1).We then obtain
Q("(-,- )Q&"(~,~")D(-)T LG(',")D(~)1
7r3Trt a«"))(s' —a, s'"—ut) ~«&'»(s —u, s*—&ft) J
Xexp( —L(n+P)s* —(n*+P*)sf)d'nd'Pd's (D1.0)1
Q&'&(n, n*)Q&'&( —n, —n*)
X3 The integration with respect to s gives 7r'5&2)(n+P)
so that D10) reduces to(
Xexp{—L (s'*—s*)—*(s'—s)$)d' . (D4) 0&"Q~ & "{G(aa') }
Similarly,
According to Eq. (4.7), with Q&&) -+ Q&'&, Q&'& —+ Q(", Q(2)pu){G(a &tt)}
the trace under the integral sign may be expressed in
the form
0&'&Q&'&(F(s s*)}=s. d's F(s',s'*)
XTrL&&""')(s'—a, s'*—a )~("' "(s—(1, s*—8t)j (D5)
and
TrLD«&"))(s' —a, s'* at)A«"—')(s a, s*—a—t)J
1
Q&»(n, n*)Q&»( —n, —n*)
7r3
Xexp{—t n(s'* —s*)—n*(s' —s) j}d.'n. (D6)
Now from the definitions (3.23) and (3.27) of Q and Q,
it immediately follows that Q(2)(n, n*)Q&&)(—n, —n*)
=Q"'(—n, —n*)Q("'(n,n*), so that (D6) may also be
expressed in the form
TrL~«&")("-~,"*-.-t)~«&»(s-~, s*-~t))
0&') (—n, n*)9&') (n—,n*)Ã3
Xexp( —Pn(s'* —s*)—n*(s' —s)])d' n(D7)
Comparison of (D4) with (D7) shows that
Trpb &"'")(s' a, s'*—a—t)6, &"'")(s—a, s*—at) )
=Trash &"'"& (s' —a,, s'*—at)
X4&"'")(s—a, s*—at)j. (DS)
On comparing (D3) and (D5) and on using (D8), we
obtain the first, reciprocity relation (D1).
Q&') (n,n*)Q &') (—n, —n*)D(n)
XTr/G(a, a')D( —n) $d'n
Q &'& (n,n*)6 ('& (n,n*)D (n)
X Tr GLD( n) jd'n —(D11)
where we have used the relation Q( —n, —n*) =Q(n, n*)
It is seen that the right-hand side of (D11) remains
unchanged if the superscripts (1) and (2) are inter-
changed. The same must, therefore, be true of the left-
hand side of (D11) and this result implies the second
reciprocity theorem (D2).
APPENDIX E: MAPPING OF POLYNOMIALS
The class of 0 mappings that we have considered in
this paper is characterized by the property (3.17), viz. ,
Q (exp(ns* —n*s)}=Q(n, n*) exp(nat n*a), (E—1)
subject to certain restrictions on the functions Q(n, n*).
To obtain a fuller understanding of such mappings, we
will now investigate the mapping of polynomials.
I et us begin by determining the operator function
G „&")(a,a"), onto which the monomial s* s" is mapped
via the 0 association:
G &"&(a at)=Q{s* s"). (E2)
According to (E2) and Theorem II LEq. (3.13)j,
G (o)(&t at) s+msng(&))(s a s+ &tt)dms (F3)
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On substituting for 6("' the integral representation Now since
(4.1), interchanging the order of integration, and
evaluating the integral over the s domain, we 6nd that
Q(N){serzs) ~~trg~s (E10)
G, ("'(d,(tt) = Q((r, (r*)(—1) — — (&(')(a)
Bn Bo.*"
where Q(~) is the mapping operator for the normal rule
of association, we may evidently express (E9) in the
form
G ((r~G ) =Q{z z ) =Q {F (z z*' Q) j (E11)
We will convert the integral on the right-hand side of
(E4) into an expansion in powers of a and a,t. Such an
expansion may be expressed in many diRerent ways.
It will be convenient to express it firstas a normally
ordered form. For this purpose we make use of the
Baker-Hausdorff identity" to rewrite the exponential
term in (E4) in the form
exp(« —n*a) =exp(«t) exp( —(r*(r) exp( —z(rn*),
and carry out the integration. We then obtain the
following expression for G,„("':
where the c-number function F,„(~)(s,z*; Q), which
isevidently the normally ordered equivalent of
G,„(")(n,(&t), is given by
00 00 00 00 00
P„„(»(zs*.Q)=(—1)"m!ri!Q Q Q Q Q ~;,
i 0 j Ok=or=0 s=o
S*r S ~
X ~m,j+k+r~n, i+k+s
yt s
( 1)k
= (—1)"m!ri!Q Q Q o);
kf
Bm+n
G ((&)(g (tt) ( 1)n {Q(a, n*) exp( ,'rrn—*)—
Bo,mB~*n
&4m—j—k &n—i—k
x . (E»)
(m —j—k)! (I—i—k)!
Next let us expand Q((r, (r*) into a power series:
Xexp(«) exp( (r*(t)) I = '=(& (E5) 1n the last expression the summation extends over all
the non-negative integers i, j, k such that
i+k&n, j+k&m. (E13)
Q((r,(r*) = Q Q o&;;(r*'n'
i=o j=o (E6) Let us now introduce the set of polynomials
Kzr»((z, z*), defined by the formula
Since Q(00)=1 o&pp=1. We also expand each of the
exponentials on the right-hand side of (ES) into a series
~~N(z ze) =~!N j
and obtain the formulas
(-l)" (~')"G--(")(o~t)=(—1)"E 2 Z 2 2 ~'
i=O j-O k=o r=o s=o p! y!
m(a(»r, )r) (—z)" (z*)
&&:! (M —k)!
(z) &&(—e (E14)
(N —k)!
Now
( g) s gmym
O.+iO.jO.+kO.kara. +s
sI Be Bo.*"
~ (E7)
Then (E12) may be expressed in the form
F ("&(z,s*;Q)=P P o&"(—1)"
(m —j)!(e—i)!
B +n
$(~e)~+):+s(~)j+e+r$
mB~*n
Hence
a=a 0
m + 0m,j+k+r~n, i+k+s ~ (ES)
xx. ;,. ;(—.. *). (Els)
The polynomial K)&r, )r defined by (E14) is evidently
a polynomial of degree M in s* and degree X in s.
These polynomials are closely related to the Hermite
polynomial of two variables" and may be generated by
means of the formula
00 00 00 00 00
G „(")(a,aP)=( —1)"m!n!P P P P P (d;
0 j 0 k~o r 0 s~o
1 c)r
Kar, (sN, »" &exP( —— ~s* s~.
2 asas'I
(E16)
(~')" (-~)'
X ~m,j+k+ron, i+k+s ~
s.'t
'~ Burgher Transceedeetal Functions (Bateman Manuscript(E9) Project), edited A. Erdhlyi, W. Magnus, F. Oberhettinger, and
I'. C. Tricomi (McGraw-Hill, New York, 1953), Vol. II, p. 283.
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The expression on the right-hand side of (E11), to-
gether with (E15), expresses G,„(") as a normally
ordered polynomial of degree m in at and degree n
in a, i.e., in the form
G-,-'"'(a,a ) = 2 2 c-(a') "(a)',
y=0 q=0
(E17)
where the c„,are constants.
%'e may, of course, express G,„&"& also as an anti-
normally ordered polynomial. It is readily verihed that
this polynomial is also of degree m in at and degree n
in a, i.e., it is of the form
m n
G-,-'"'(a,a ) = 2 E c-'(a)'(a )",
@=0 q=0
where the c~q' are constants. This fact may be readily
verihed with the help of the commutation relation
La,at j= 1. More explicitly, calculations strictly similar
to those that led to (E11) and (E15) show that G,„("'
may be expressed in the form
Gm (o)(naat) =Q{z* z"}=Q( ){pm n( )(zz* Q)} (E19)
where
mfa!
F„,„(")(z,z*; Q) = Q g wg( —1)'(=o r o =(m —j)!(n —i)!
Let us now consider the inverse problem, of mapping
polynomials in 8 and a~ onto c-number functions. We
6rst determine the Q equivalent of the normally ordered
product u™u",i.e., the c-number function
p (D)(Z »4) —On{atman} (E24)
The function F,„&"' may readily be determined with
the help of the reciprocity relation (3.29) and some of
the results that we just established.
According to the reciprocity relation, we have, for
any two rules of association {superscripts (1) and (2)$,
Q(»QH(&) =Q(&) ()(2) ) (E25)
where the bar again denotes reciprocal mappings. Now
we have, from (E19)and the relation
Zkm»n —Qn (N){atman}
Q{Qn(N){&tm&~n} }—Q(A) {P (A)(Z Z+ ~ Q) I (E26)
Moreover, the normal and the antinormal rules of as-
sociations are mutually reciprocal, i.e., Q&") =Q~ ); if
we make use of this result on the right-hand side of
(E26) and compare the resulting expression with (E25),
we may immediately conclude that
8{6™a"}=F (A)(z z* Q)
Finally, letting Q~ Q, we obtain the result
)&K;,„;(z,z*) . (E20) On{atman} p (A)(» »4. Q) (E27)
Q(A) {Zkr»s} —a~sa~tr
In (E19), Q(") is, of course, the mapping operator F „(»(z,z*; Q) is, of course, given by (E20), with Q
for the antinormal rule of association, replaced by Q, i.e., with the coefficients o);; Lsee (E6)$
replaced by coeKcients co;;, where(E21)
and F „(A)(»,z*; Q), given by (E20), is the antinormally
ordered equivalent of G „("&.
From the linearity of the Q mapping and from the
results that we have just established, it follows that a
c-number polynomial
Q(~,~*)=l:Q( ~*)r'=2 r, ~' *'~'. (E2g)
i=0 j=0
It follows from (E27) and the linearity of the On
mappings that a normally ordered polynomial in 6 and
at, i.e., the operator function
F(z,z*)= P Q d„,„z™z",
m=0 n=0
(E22) M NG(a~ a~/) Q Q $ g~tmg~n
m=0 n=0
(E29)
~h~~~ the dmn a«co»tants, is ~~pp~d n« the ~ h the $ are onstantsi is ma ed onto
operator function
G(")(d,
,
at) =Q{F(z,z*)}
M N
= Q g d „G„,„+)(a,at), (E23)
m=0 n=0
where G,„("& is given in normally ordered form by
(E11) and (E15) and in antinormally ordered form by
(E19) and (E20). Thus we have now established the
following result: Each mapping Q maps a polynomial of
degree M in z* and degree X in z onto a polynomial of
degree M in at and degree Sin a.
In a strictly similar way as led to the derivation of
(E27), we fmd that the Q equivalent of the antinormally
ordered product ii"at is the c-number function
O{a"a™}=F '")(z,z* Q) (E31)
where F „(N'(z,z*; Q) is given by (E15), with Q being
replaced by Q in accordance with (E28). This result
F(")(z,z*) =O{G}=g g b„„p„„(A)(z,z*; Q). (E30)
m=0 n=0
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implies, in view of the linearity of the 0~ rnappings, that on Fourier transforms tha, t
an antinormally ordered ploynomial in a and a, i.e.,
the operator function F~~~(z,z*) exp( —2 I s I ')
M
G(tt, dt)=Q Q b „'8"tt™
~=o m=o
(E32) C(n,n*) exp[ —(nz* —n*z)]d'u, (F4)
(where the b„' are constants), is mapped onto the wher«(a o' )» the «»vol«'on Produc"
c-number polynomial
F I'(s,s*}= 0{G(tt, lt) )
N M
=P g b. V„„~»(z,z*;0). (E33)
C(n,n*) =
2%2
«{Gexp[(~ —P)a —(a*—P*)tt))
Xexp(-zPP*) d'P
Since F „&"~ and F „&N~ are each a polynomial of
degree m in s* and. n in s, Eqs. {E29), (E30), (E32),
and (E33) imply that each 0 maps a polynomial (irrespec
tke of zohether ordered normally or antinormally) of
degree M in dt and degree E in a onto a polynomial of
degree M irl, z* used degree Tie z.
It is remarkable that the two functions Ii „(N& and
F „&"& defmed by (E15) and (E20), respectively, play
such an important role in the 0 mapping of polynomials
in z and s*, as well as in the inverse O~ mapping of
polynomials in 8 and 6t.
APPENDIX F:DERIVATION OF (3.44) FOR WEYL
EQUIVALENT E&~& (z,z*)
The mapping b, operator A'~&(z —a, z~ —at) is,
according to (3.14) and Table III, given by
A~ ~(z—&, z*—&t) = — «p[(—~z*—~*z))
7r2
Xexp(o. ttt —a*a)d'n. (F1)
Tr{G exp[(n —P)at]
2%-2
Xexp[ —(o'*—P*)&]}
Xexp( —2 I~ —Pl' —2IPI')d'P (FS)
C{n,n*) =
2x4
exp[ z I ~—P I '—z I P—I ')
X(Pz~d2z2d2P (F6)
In passing from the 6rst to the second expression on the
right-hand side of (FS), we have used the Baker-
HausdorR identity. '
The integral may be simpli6ed by inserting the
resolution of the identity in terms of the coherent states
[Eq. (B3))between the erst and the second term, and
also between the second and the third term in the trace
in (FS). We then obtain the following expression for
C(n, n*):
According to Theorem 111 [Fq (3 25)] and (F1) the On integrating over P and. on using Eq. (B2) for the
c-number equivalent, for the Weyl rule of association, scalar product (z&lz~), (F6) reduces to
of an operator function G(d, d,") is given by
F &~&(s,s*)= — Tr[G exp(nest —n*tt))
C( 8)
2~3
Xexp[ —(nz* —n*z))d'n, (F2)
i.e., it is the Fourier transform of the function (1/z.}
XTr[G exp(nd" —n*d)). We will also make use of the
identity
exp( —2 I z I ') = — exp( ——', I o. I ')
2Ã
Xexp[ —(nz* —a*z))d'n. (F3)
27r3
Xexp( —-', n*z2+-', nzg*)d'z&d'zz
x (z, lz~)d z,d'zz
(F7)
Finally, on substituting (F7) into (F4) and changing
It follows from (F2), (F3), and the convolution theorem the variables of integration from n, n* to 2n, 2m*, we
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obtain formula (3.44) for the Weyl equivalent F&~&(z,s*) It should be noted that (Gi) may be written in the form
of an operator function G(it,dt): F (&&)(q p)
2
F&s'&(g s+) = —exp(2)s[~) (—~~G~~)
Xexp L—2(ns* —n*z) )d'n. (FS)
This simple expression for F&~&(z,s*) in terms of the
coherent-state matrix elements is very useful in com-
puting the Weyl equivalent of many commonly oc-
curring operators.
APPENDIX G: DERIVATION OF (7.16)
In this appendix we will derive the c-number equiva-
lent of the operator G=q"p, corresponding to the
antistandard rule of association. From relation (7.11a)
it is clear that F&~s&(q,P), corresponding to G=q"P,
is given by
(i!)m
=coefficient of in A (q —A)~ exp(imp) ~ q)
X(q A—$)"exp(i(P)d& . (G2)
If we use the displacement property of the operator
exp(imp) and the orthogonality of the ~q) states, it
follows that
(q —A&~ exp(imp) ~q) =(q—A)~q —AX)
=~(A~ —A! ) =(1/A)~(t —!). (G3)
(i7i)" m!m!
qn rpm r- —
r! (I—r) t(m —r) t (G4)
On substituting from (G3) into (G2), we finally obtain
the formula
(ix)"
F~"s~(q, P) coefficient of in Lexp(i') (q —AX) ~)
mt
F'""(qp) = A &q —A&I P"I q)(q —A&)" exp(i&p)«(GI)
which is the desired result.
